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This Summer edition starts out with Joshua’s informative article which explains the LILT project 
and its origins and how this organisation is helping young people with health and wellbeing within 
Market Harborough. Secondly, we have Olivia’s poignant article on how Fast Fashion Is Killing Our 
Planet. Read the amazing poem I’m Fine which many of you might be able to relate to in these 
unprecedented times. We also have Amelia’s positive article Finding Inspiration! and Chapter 5 of 
Felicity’s short story, A Haunting Pursuit, which is the final chapter. Other articles include Olivia’s 
Feminism in the 21st Century and Mei’s How To... the first of many to come this article gives handy 
tips on how to make refreshing summer drinks.

We had a great opportunity to interview Jessica Ball, the Community Development Officer for the 
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner. We have also made our very own random acts of 
kindness calendar. We hope you can find some inspiration to spread kindness.

Travelling Forward Project had an exciting Gypsy, Roma and Traveller History Month, so look 
out for their recipes (why not have a go at cooking them?), comments and the wagons that they 
coloured in.

Last but not least, if you want to be in with a chance to redesign our Speak Out logo, see the back 
page for full details. To learn more about Speak Out, visit our Instagram page @speakouthcyc and 
please check out our JustGiving page for the Protect Our Planet Project. We’d love it if you could 
donate here: https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/protect-our-planet-project

To interact with the magazine or join the Speak Out Team please do so by contacting  
libby@hcyc.org.uk 

We really hope that you find reading this edition as enjoyable an experience as it was to create it.

By Felicity Bohannon
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Vox Pops
By The Speak Out Team 

Do you know where you 
can get health advice  
from apart from your 
doctor/GP?
The Speak Out Team also interviewed LILT, 
the Market Harborough team which was set 
up to help enhance each individual’s health 
and wellbeing experience. Please read page 
three for all the information that might help 
you answer this question. 

YES
67%

NO
33%

For this edition of the magazine, we decided to find out young people’s opinions about where they would get health advice from apart from going to their doctor/GP. Check out our findings below.

LILT - Harborough Locality 
Integrated Leadership Team 
By Joshua Evans

The LILT Market Harborough team was set up in October 2017. The initial meeting agreed to 
concentrate on the health and wellbeing of individuals and to enhance each individual’s health and 
wellbeing experience. Since then, LILT has grown in membership and the vision, aims and objectives 
have continued to expand.

We asked LILT some questions that are relevant to you as a young person and will give you some 
information to help you find the best way to look after your health and wellbeing and to know that 
there are places and people out there to support you as a young person, especially in Market 
Harborough.

If YES, where?

• An app called Ada

• The internet

• Family

• NHS website
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LILT Q & A 

Social prescribing can be defined as referral 
of individuals to services other than clinical 
services where those services will help the 
individual improve their health and wellbeing. 

Health and wellbeing can be affected by a number 
of issues and circumstances and the NHS in its 
wider form is now recognising that non-clinical 
solutions can be as helpful, if not more so, than 
clinical solutions in certain circumstances. 

Social prescribing links these individuals 
to services and other solutions that GPs 
and Practice Nurses may not have access 
to or knowledge of. 

Green social prescribing (GSP) is an extension 
of this but concentrates on the wider benefits 
of utilising exercise and open spaces to benefit 
the health and wellbeing of individuals. The 
LILT, along with Harborough District Council 
(HDC) and other agencies, applied to be a GSP 
pilot site towards the end of 2020 but were 
unsuccessful. However, all concerned with the 
bid decided to continue to develop the concept 
within Harborough. GSP encourages the use of 
various outdoor activities ranging from fishing and 
gentle walks through to park runs and organised 
sporting activities. 

It has been recognised that our health can be 
affected by many factors that are not medically 
based. For example poor housing, unemployment, 
loneliness etc.  

Social prescribing is the term used 
to describe a new kind of support 
available in primary care. 

Patients and those they care for are offered 
support for things that are not medical. For 
example, signposting someone to a service 
that can support them to learn some new skills, 
linking someone to a befriending service, making 
a referral to a debt advisor etc. Green social 
prescribing is also part of this offer. It is linking 

 
patients to activities that take place outdoors. For 
example; local gardening club, walking groups 
etc. All of these things can support a person 
to improve their overall sense of health and 
wellbeing. This in turn will help our overall physical 
and mental wellbeing in the long term.

The LILT is working with HDC and other agencies 
to develop what can be offered and how those 
offers can be expanded as society comes out of 
the current pandemic. One of the links we have 
established is with the company that runs HDC’s 
leisure centres in order to build the offers that 
are available and determine how it will be best to 
advertise and make them available to the widest 
possible range of individuals. In addition, the 
LILT and HDC are working on developing digital 
platforms to improve access for younger people  
to information relating to outside activities.

Market Harborough has some great access to 
parks, playgrounds and sports grounds:

Activities such as: Skateboarding, Sea Cadets, 
Archery, Basketball, Woodland School, Tennis, 
Rugby, Netball, Hockey, Football, Cricket, BMX 
Biking, Park Fitness, Walking Clubs, Running 
Clubs, Outdoor Pursuits Centres, Kayaking and 
Canoeing.

By The Speak Out Team

What is green 

social prescribing?

Further information:

Contact: Active Harborough District Team

Email: activetogether@harborough.gov.uk

Website: http://www.harboroughsport.org.uk

ActiveHarboroughDistrict/

@SportInHarb

@Active Harborough

I‘m Jenny, a Social Prescribing Link 
Worker and my role is to support 
our patients with their non-medical 
needs by linking them with local 
organisations/groups and providing 
them with information to improve 
their overall health and wellbeing. 

mailto:activetogether@harborough.gov.uk
http://www.harboroughsport.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/ActiveHarboroughDistrict
https://twitter.com/SportInHarb
https://www.instagram.com/activeharborough/
https://twitter.com/SportInHarb
https://www.instagram.com/activeharborough/
https://www.facebook.com/ActiveHarboroughDistrict


The fashion industry is one that is ever changing. 
Unfortunately, the rise and fall of trends also 
means tragedy for the planet. The fashion 
industry “is responsible for 8-10 per cent of global 
carbon emissions” (UNEP). From production to 
transportation, the benefits 
of outsourcing to third world 
countries has made major 
companies vast amounts of 
profit. However, it has also fast 
tracked climate change... But 
what is fast fashion and how 
is It killing the planet?

Fast fashion is described 
as “replicating high fashion 
designs and mass producing 
them at low costs”. To the 
impressionable youth, these 
cheap prices on websites 
such as Shein, Boohoo 
and Uniqlo are very 
appealing, but one major 
issue with the mass 
production of clothing 
that is “on trend” is that 
in a very short amount 
of time it will most likely 
be out of fashion. More 
than $500 billion of 
value is lost each year 
because of trends dying 
out. What happens to 
that dress you bought 
last week and only wore once? Well, the likelihood 
that it will end up in landfill or be burnt with tonnes 
of other textiles is very possible. Not only is most 
domestic clothing thrown away too soon, but many 
companies often toss their unsold batches rather 
than donating them or recycling them. 

This doesn’t have to go on. Fashion has and will 
continue to be subjective. In the past it has been 
a measure of wealth and status, nowadays it is far 
more likely that you will find someone ecstatic to 
say their items are second hand for the simple fact 

that contributing to the environmental decay that 
is fast fashion is not admired and is slowly being 
fought by those who take the care of our planet 
seriously. It was previously quite taboo to shop in 
charity shops or places like it however many have 

come to their senses that the life cycle of 
an item of clothing doesn’t have to end as 
quickly as some think. This year especially 
people worldwide have proven not all trends 
need to die, as many have returned showing 
that we shouldn’t be so quick to discard of 
our unwanted clothing. Whether you donate 
it to a local store or clothes collection or even 
sell it on websites such as Depop or Vinted, 
there are many better alternatives to sending 

clothing to landfill. 
The environmental 
impacts of this 
include toxins from 
the clothing leaching 
into the soil and 
a surge in carbon 
dioxide emissions 
if the clothing is 
burned, contributing 
to global warming.

As well as this, 93% 
of brands surveyed 

by the Fashion Checker aren’t paying their 
garment workers a living wage. Conditions 
within factories in countries like China, India and 
Bangladesh are often considered major health 
risks to those working there, and at the end of 

the day they aren’t even paid enough to get by, 
which has resulted in little to no development to the 
already impoverished countries.

Looking at the damage fast fashion has already 
caused and the projections it has to continue this 
way, I urge you to consider your purchasing and to 
think about the repercussions it may have on both 
people and the planet. Overconsumption began 
with us. With enough awareness we can also end it.
Source: https://goodonyou.eco/fast-fashion-facts/

Fast fashion is 
KILLING our planet

By Olivia Hall
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Inspiration seems to be unpredictable, but 
really it is created from within. You may be 
feeling stuck and unmotivated, however 
what you need is already all around you, if 
you look. You can find inspiration in small 
spaces by changing your mindset and finding 
beauty in what’s there, not in the daydream 
you had last Monday. So, what is inspiration? 
The Cambridge dictionary describes it as 
‘someone or something that gives you ideas 
for doing something’.

Life is inspiration. Slowing down and taking 
a deep breath enables you to see the beauty 
in small things. If your head is clear, you start 
to notice the outside world unravelling - there 
is so much inspiration around you! Grasp 
opportunities and ask questions. If you never 
try, then you’ll never know. You will find that 
every person has an interesting story to tell, if 
only you listen. There is always something to 
learn and something to see.

You can do anything you put your mind to.

Finding Inspiration
By Amelia WilsonHow come I still feel bleak?

A mess and entrenched so neck deep
On the surface, my life is great
On the surface, I’m still sane
And I don’t have to look at 
Everything through 
A lens full of such pain

How come hours turn into 
Days into months into years?
Yet, I can’t remember
I can’t remember from where these 
things stem
How my problems became so 
significant
To me, I’m just an unlucky recipient

I’m fine.
I don’t even have to tell 
Myself that, my emotions now
Stay at arm’s length
Protected by the brick 
Wall of my subconscious 

I’m fine.
For a while, at least.
Until I feel them, 
Until I feel how 
Unrelenting the darkness is
And until
I finally spiral out of control.
Then maybe just maybe
I’ll admit it, but no.

As far as you know,
I’m fine.

I’m fine

If you relate to this poem and have some issues, for any reason, that you feel like you need to talk 
about then here are some helplines below. Just in case you don’t feel like you can share it with a 
family member or friends. 

YOUNG MINDS - Text the YoungMinds Crisis Messenger for free 24/7 support across the UK if you 
are experiencing a mental health crisis. 

If you need urgent help, text YM to 85258. All texts are answered by trained volunteers, with 
support from experienced clinical supervisors.

Texts are free from EE, O2, Vodafone, 3, Virgin Mobile, BT Mobile, GiffGaff, Tesco Mobile and 
Telecom Plus.

Website:  https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/guides-to-support-and-services/
crisis-services/helplines-listening-services/

By Anonymous

https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/guides-to-support-and-services/crisis-services/helplines
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/guides-to-support-and-services/crisis-services/helplines


By Felicity Bohannon
 A haunting pursuitCHAPTER 5

I awoke, gasping for air. I was sweating 
profusely. Wiping the beads of sweat from my 
forehead, I was relieved to be away from what 
could only be described as the most terrifying 
nightmare I have ever had. My heart was 
pounding to an erratic beat. Tom stood over 
me, concerned but calm. I stretched over to my 
bedside table to grab my glass of water, but Tom 
grabbed my hand gently.

“Now, don’t freak out, but we had to calm you 
down somehow.” He said.

“We? Wh...What are you talking about?” I 
stuttered

“You need to understand. The voices, they 
explained things to me every step of the way. I 
was afraid, but when I listened to them they gave 
me clarity. You weren’t afforded that opportunity. 
She could only reach out to one of us and she 
knew I’d be more likely to listen.”

I stood, taking his other hand. Unexpectedly, he 
dragged me over to the mirror. I noticed a white 

hue gradually spread all over his body and he 
started to fade away. I let go of both of his hands 
and stepped back.

“I’m sorry I don’t have any more time to explain, 
she will have to do it for me. I love you.”

“Wha...”

Before I could finish my sentence, Tom 
dissipated. He became a mist like state for a few 
seconds before collapsing onto the floor into a 
pile of dust. Astonished, I dropped to my knees. 
It was all real. The nightmare, everything.

I turned to face the mirror. A grotesque, 
holographic version of my mother stood inside 
the mirror. I looked behind me. No one was 
there. How was that possible? I asked myself.

Suddenly, she extended her hand. It came out 
of the mirror.

“Take my hand Benny,” she spoke gently, “I 
will guide you towards our family’s legacy and - 
more importantly - your destiny.”
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The term rural crime may not be one you are 
aware of, but it is important to understand the 
different types of rural crime and what you can do 
to prevent it. Rural crime is currently increasing 3 
times faster than non-rural crime, so it is incredibly 
important to increase the awareness of these 
types of crimes.

Here are a few types of rural crime:
• Burglary • Fly-tipping • Domestic abuse
• Wildlife/heritage crime • Anti-social behaviour
• Arson and vandalism

Tackling Rural Crime in Harborough
We see rural crime as an issue through the recent 
arson attacks on haystacks. This devastating 
spree of crimes has caused major problems for 
the farming community and emergency services, 
for which the cost to resolve a single incident 
(for example putting out the fires) could cost on 
average £150,000. However, the Leicestershire 
police has teamed up with the Northamptonshire 
Police’s rural crime team to form Operation 
Clock to prevent these attacks from reoccurring 

by providing a united approach to investigating 
suspects. Furthermore, a rural watch scheme has 
been set up to reduce the amount of rural crime 
occurring in the Leicestershire and Rutland area. 
The incentives of this operation are to: reduce 
local opportunities for rural crime and vandalism, 
reinforce community spirit, introduce early warning 
systems in the farming areas and improve the 
intelligence flow between rural communities and 
the police.

Changes to the countryside code  
The pandemic has changed people’s relationships 
with nature. The changes aim to help everyone 
enjoy parks and open spaces in a safe way, 
whilst encouraging them to look after our natural 
environments.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-
countryside-code
For more information about rural crime, check out: 
https://crimestoppers-uk.org/keeping-safe/rural-crime
This article was written in partnership with 
Harborough District Partnership.

By Joshua Evans & Olivia Hall
Rural Crime in Harborough District

See earlier chapters in previous  
Speak Out editions on  https://www.hcyc.org.uk/speak-out

https://www.facebook.com/oliviaslockdownchoir/
https://www.facebook.com/oliviaslockdownchoir/
https://crimestoppers-uk.org/keeping-safe/rural-crime
https://www.hcyc.org.uk/speak-out


Can you describe a bit more about your job for 
our readers?
My role is a Community Development Officer for 
the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner 
for Leicestershire. The role is brand new and has 
never been done before, so it’s mine to establish 
and drive forward, which I’m really excited about! 
I’ve only been in post for eight weeks now, so I’m 
still very much finding my feet and getting to know 
everything that there is to know. 

My role is primarily to work with and support 
communities across Leicester, Leicestershire 
and Rutland, to help them to become stronger 
and more involved in local issues. This could be 
anything from co-ordinating projects within the 
community to engaging with community groups to 
hear their voices and then giving this information 
to the relevant people. It involves networking and 
bringing people together to access organisations 
and services or supporting other projects and 
organisations amongst communities.

What is your favourite part of the role?
The fact that I’m able to help people within the 
community and listen to what they think and want 
to say. As COVID restrictions start to lift I’ll be able 
to be more present in the community, meeting new 
people and seeing what assets our communities 
have. I love to help people and get so much reward 
from it. I also love the fact that no two days will be 
the same for me as my role is broad and allows me 
to work with so many different people from different 
backgrounds and learn new things every day. 

What are key areas which you look out for?

I’m looking for communities that are open to 
development opportunities. This could involve 
finding out the assets within communities, finding 
solutions to problems and working together, 
signposting residents to other services and 
supporting community projects. I want to ensure 
that everyone has an equal opportunity to have 
their say and have their voices heard - I’m always 
willing to listen. I want to hear from people from all 
different backgrounds and walks of life to make 
sure I’m working inclusively.

What inspired you to get into this line of work?
When I was seventeen and had just completed 
my A-levels I hadn’t a clue what I wanted to do 
for a career or job and I felt a lot of pressure 
about having to take the next steps. I completed 
a ‘skills’ questionnaire at school which asked me 
questions about myself and then suggested job 
roles that may suit my interests and skills. I always 
enjoyed watching crime series and dramas on TV 
so when criminology was mentioned as one of 
my matched interests I wanted to find out more. I 
researched different University prospectuses for 
their Criminology courses and took a real interest 
in the subject, so I applied and gained a place at 
Coventry University. My interest grew as I learnt 
more about the theory behind criminology and 
completed volunteer work within this sector.  
I learnt all about how crime can happen as a result 
of difficult situations within people’s lifestyles, and 
it made me want to help and make a change. I’ve 
worked with people from all different backgrounds 
from victims of crime, ex-offenders, young people 
and professionals within communities, and I 
always want to see where I fit into making a 
difference –however big or small that may be.  
I strongly believe that communities are at the heart 
of change and now my role is all about working 
with communities, I’m excited to see what we can 
all achieve together!

How does your work impact on young people?
This job is mainly focused on engaging with young 
people and hearing their voices. Young people are 
the next generation and it’s absolutely paramount 
to hear their opinions and feedback and work 
with them to achieve better things. I am always 
looking to hear from young people and have those 
really important conversations about what matters 
to them or any potential problems within their 
communities. Even though I might not always have 
the answer, the Office of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner - and I - truly want to listen.

Get in touch with Jessica at:  
jessica.ball@leicestershire.pnn.police.uk

By The Speak Out Team

Jessica Bell, Profile: Community 
Development Officer for the 
Office of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner

mailto:jessica.ball@leicestershire.pnn.police.uk


Reach out to 
someone you 

haven’t spoken 
to in a while.

Tell someone you 
know why you  

are thankful  
for them.

Give 
someone a 

compliment.

Buy/make 

someone a  

drink.

Make somebody 
laugh or smile.

Take old  
clothes to a 

charity shop.

Offer to help 
somebody with 
their shopping.

Listen to 
someone who 
might need to 

talk.

Lend or 
recommend 
someone a 

 book or film.

Bake someone  

a surprise.

Think of your 

own random  

act of 

kindness.

Buy or grow 
someone some 

flowers.

Make  
somebody a 

meal or a  
snack.

Do a favour 
without asking  
for anything in 

return.

Let someone  
in the queue  

go before you.

Offer to wash 
somebody’s  

car.

Leave someone 
a kind 

anonymous 
message.

Donate  
unwanted items  
to a foodbank.

Write kind  

words on a 

rock and  

leave them  

at a park.

Write someone  
a short story  

or poem.

Offer to take 
somebody’s  

dog for walk.

Buy a Big Issue 
magazine and  
offer them a  

hot drink.

Smile at  
people.

Make  
somebody  

a thank you 
card.

Pick up 10 

pieces of litter 

(with a litter 

picker).

Kindness  

Calendar
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Thinking about the history of women’s rights, 
names like Emmeline Pankhurst or Emily Davison 
and all the women of the suffrage movement 
come to mind. All these women played a part in 
creating the society we know today. We 
remember and honour their names 
and achievements to remind future 
generations of their triumph. 

Modern feminism fights all 
the injustices created by a 
patriarchal society; it strives 
to break the barriers to 
achieve gender equality for 
which we have made great 
progress in the last 50 years, 
yet issues surrounding gender 
still exist.

The obvious issues we hear 
about include the pay gap, 
discrimination against women 
ranging from in the work place 
to hateful ideas embedded into 
modern media surrounding weight, 
eating disorders and sexual and 
reproductive rights.

This is not to say these aren’t issues that men also 
face. However, women are often more subject to 
these problems and that is why modern feminists 
still exist. Women such as Malala Yousafzai, 

Michelle Obama, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez 
and even prominent women in pop culture like 
Beyonce and Grimes have all spoken out against 
issues they have faced in their lives, and respective 

careers, about how women suffer greatly 
against a society that has worked 

against them for thousands of 
years. 

Modern feminism isn’t 
solely protesting, it’s using 
your position to spread 
awareness of the issues that 
are still faced so that more 
people can understand 
there are still changes to be 

made. We need to celebrate 
all accomplishments and 

encourage all of our current and 
future women to be a part of the 
change. 

All these women I’ve mentioned, 
and thousands more, all strive to 
make this world equal, and as a 
society, as women, I believe we 
can all be a part of the change, in 

whatever ways we can, we can all play a part in 
bringing the world to justice.

Feminism of the 21st Century
By Olivia Hall
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Our Travelling Forward Team worked on celebrating Gypsy, Roma and Traveller History Month in 
June. They have put together an exciting plan to create some exciting, creative sessions with the 
Travelling Forward young people around their culture. Take a look at what they’ve been up  
to and why not have a go at one of the activities, like cooking the traditional Roma meal.

Travelling Forward
By The Speak Out Team

Violet’s Stew and Meat
Ingredients:

Chopped meat, oxtail, carrots,  
leeks and potatoes.

How to cook:
Cook meat until half-cooked then add carrots, 

leeks, potatoes and oxtail.
Cook for 60 minutes and serve with crusty bread.

Charlene’s Chicken Stew
Serves 6-8 people

Ingredients: 
1x bag of potatoes

2x packets of chicken breast fillets
1x bag of carrots 

1x large onion
2x packets of dried chicken soup.

How to cook:
Peel the potatoes and carrots, cut the potatoes in 
half and the carrots into chunks. Cut the onion in 
half and slice it. Cut the meat into small pieces.

Put the potatoes and carrots and onion in water 
(just enough to cover). Add a bit of salt and pepper. 
Leave it boiling until the potatoes are half cooked. 

Then add the chicken and a bit more salt and 
pepper. You want your stew covered with water. If 
it’s too watery take some out. Mix up each dried 

soup mix in a cup with a cup of cold water.  
Throw that in together. Keep stirring until it’s 

creamy, but not thick.

Then cook for 60 minutes and serve with  
crusty bread.

“I can have my 
own business 

when I am  
older”

“I can be my 
own boss in 

my job”

“Family 
life is very 
important  

to me”

“We all play 
together 

outside and 
have lots of 

fun”

What makes 
you proud 
about your 

community? What 
are your 
favourite 

activities?

“Colouring 
books”

“Playing tag”

“Playing 
with 

friends”

“Dolls”

“Doing 
competitions”

“Boxing”

“Football”“Fishing”

“Making 
things”

“I have  
a better  

life”

“Riding  
my bike”



How to:

By Mei Kawagoe

(a short story and a recipe)
Make lemonade

When summer evenings get like sun-bleached  
paper, crackling and stirring with heat  

– that’s when you make lemonade. 

Begin with the beginning, I suppose. Start scrubbing 6 lemons with water,  
then peel 3 of them of their yellow, yellow zest. 

There are two ways to stop lemonade hitting your tongue bitter, two ways to 
stop a silent squeal issuing across your face. First, remove any plaster white 
pith from the peel. Then, once you’ve added the zest and the squeezed juice 
of all six lemons, add 150g of sugar (more or less to taste).  
Keep it sweet, bitter, beautiful. As you like it. 

Afterwards, pour in 2½ pints of boiling water, stir, cover, and leave overnight 
somewhere cold. Whilst you wait, you’ll lie on the grass. Perhaps tomorrow 
you’ll set up a lemonade stand. When you wake up next morning, with the sun 
stretching its pretty, sleepy fingers under the cracks in your curtains, go to the 
kitchen. Strain the lemonade through a coarse sieve. Pour it into bottles with 
sterilised corks and chill. Rest your face in the fridge as respite from the heat. 
Relish it. 

You’ll shield your eyes behind the stall, as you serve customers. You’ll stand 
there all summer, get to know the regulars, the special ones. The elder woman 
who totters up the hill in a haze so slow. Frail frame so magnificent, so fragile. 
So monumental. 

All good things must come to an end. To finish your 
drink, serve either straight or diluted with soda water, 
with masses of ice. As summer ebbs away, as you 
begin to close up your stall for the day - it’s bittersweet.  
Like lemonade. 

And then you’ll see her. Walking up to the lemonade 
stand, her teetering fierceness indelible against a 
sinking sun. Against a sky the colour of wheat fields,  
a sky the colour of lemonade. 

Short story by Mei Kawagoe, incorporating a  
lemonade recipe from Delia.
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Chill Out 
Projects
HCYC is a local charity focused on 
delivering services and projects to meet 
identified needs and gaps in services for 
children and young people across the 
Harborough District.

Current Term-Time  Drop in/
Open Access Provision

www.hcyc.org.uk

Have Your Say

Tell us how you 
think we could 
improve the 
magazine by 
emailing:  
libby@hcyc.org.uk

We are offering an exciting opportunity to design 
a new logo for our Speak Out project for young 
people aged 8-18.

The logo will feature on the front cover of the 
Speak Out magazine for future editions and on 
our new website that we are in the process of 
planning. The logo needs to be able to work on 
both formats and digital entries are encouraged. 
You may like to take inspiration from our HCYC 
logo to get you started.

Please send your entry (digital file, photocopy, or 
photograph) with your name, age, and school to:

Email: Libby@hcyc.org.uk or,
Visit/Post: HCYC, c/o The Symington Building, 
Adam and Eve Street, Market Harborough,  
LE16 7AG.

Your details will only be used solely for  
the purpose of this competition.

Closing date:  
Monday 8th November 2021.

Enter the Speak Out 
logo design competition 

We wanted to say a massive thank you to 
Welland Park Academy and Robert Smyth for 
their amazing response to the artwork brief. 
We have been really touched and moved by 
the photography that we have been sent and 
love what inspires young people. We have 
put as many photographs as possible in our 
pages. We think they look fantastic and make 
the Speak Out magazine look extra creative 
and inspiring!!

SPEAK OUT  
PHOTOGRAPHY BRIEF

South Kilworth “SKY” Club
Day: Wednesdays
Time: 7.00pm
Age Range: 8 to 16
Venue: South Kilworth Village Hall
Contact us for more info

Fleckney Youth Club
Day: Wednesdays
Time: 7.00 to 8.15pm
Age Range: 11 to 16
Venue: At Fleckney Baptist Church Hall
In partnership with Fleckney Parish Council

Great Easton Youth Club
Day: Mondays
Time: 5.30pm to 7pm
Age Range: 11 to 16
Venue: Great Easton Village Hall  

Great Glen Youth Club
Day: Thursdays
Time: 6.30pm to 8.00pm
Age Range: 8 to 16 
Venue: Great Glen Youth Centre

Some articles in Speak Out are kindly 
sponsored by the Harborough District 
Community Safety Partnership. However,  
all views expressed are those of members  
of the Speak Out Team.

Great Glen is unfortunately 

temporarily suspended -  

for more information email:  

ruth@hcyc.org.uk

Starts 27th Oct  Photo - Florence Paul

 Photo - Francesca Whelan

 Photo - Ellie Colin

https://www.hcyc.org.uk/
mailto:libby@hcyc.org.uk
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